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IDZ Task Force Meeting #2 
23 October 2017 
 

Catherine Hernandez, Development Services Administrator, opened the meeting.  Reviewed CCR, 

timeline and meeting dates. 

 

Logan Sparrow, Principal Planner, reviewed data for the 338 IDZ zoning cases from 2002 to date.  He 

presented a city map of all cases, as well as the aggregate data from these cases to include parcel size, 

single use or mixed-use zoning application, and acreage distribution. 

 

  

Frank Pakuszewski noted a significant correlation between the number of infill single use cases (110) 

and the associated acreage (1000 acres), i.e. that 1/3 of the cases occupied 1.5 sq. miles of the city.  

However, the data does not extract if the same property was rezoned, again.  

 

Larry Dotson, UTSA Intern, presented his research and comparison of infill development codes from 

other Texas and U.S. metropolitan cities.  These cities included Austin, Dallas, El Paso, Denver, Orlando, 

Phoenix and Portland.  Key presentation points, and task force questions, centered on: 

 A review of IDZ TF issue takeaways from the first task force meeting, September 25th 

 Which cities were comparable, how, why, and significant takeaways 

 Which cities were not comparable, why and best practices from these cities’ infill policies 

 Contextual cueing for infill development (massing, form, streetscape, articulation) 

 The value of integrated, comprehensive city planning and strategy to spur infill development 

 Alternative options for resolving chapter 35-343 zero parking requirement  

 

A question and answer session followed which spurred significant interest and participation in the 

following topics.   

 Parking data, standards, future forecasting requirements, traffic analysis, housing market 

demands for minimum 2 cars, impact on downtown San Antonio neighborhoods 

 Irby Hightower noted that traditional traffic impact analysis favors vehicle traffic flow over 

pedestrian and bicycle safety in the downtown core 

 Discussion of integrating public transportation planning within the IDZ, e.g. Denver’s 

transportation corridor zoning and planning works 

o Should VIA be part of the IDZ review? 
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 James McKnight noted the chicken and egg argument for urban corridor transportation 

planning – what comes first? Urban density or predictable, high frequency public 

transportation 

 Irby Hightower noted the change from car culture to reliance on public transportation in the 

urban environment is a ‘rough’ and lengthy transition – up to 40 years 

 Chrissy McCain asked, “Why is there no ‘walkable’ multifamily housing within the Medical 

Center district?” 

 Frank Pakuszewski noted that market prices within Loop 1604 are equal to, or on average $20 

higher per sq. ft. for family housing – people are buying 30 year old houses to avoid congestion 

 Tom Carter, zoning district MPCD (Master Planned Community Districts) should be used instead 

of IDZ for redevelopment properties over 50 acres 

o Parking requirements are the reason it’s not used; as it is hard for developers to predict 

requirements in the zoning process 

o Frank Pakuszewski concurred – parking hard to work in commercial districts 

 Irby Hightower noted the parcel difference (and design approach) are significantly different 

between old industrial sites and existing residential sites like San Pedro North 

o “We need better mixed-use districts” 

 Tony Garcia, the need for design review mandates in all historic neighborhoods, noted the 

issue of urban massing with 0’ setbacks bordering Monte Vista neighborhood 

 Chrissy McCain  storm water management issues exacerbated by infill development 

o This spurred discussion on the lack of integrated COSA and SARA planning for wide-

scale low impact development – site specific LID does not mitigate existing block issue 

 Frank Pakuszewski noted that LID features should be applied ‘at the end of the street’ to 

capture the significant runoff from city streets  

o He also noted “LID sells” and we need ‘one-shot’ neighborhood application of LID 

 Tom Carter – can’t legislate against 0’ setbacks, if the project ‘contextually fits’ 

 John Cooley proposed alignment of Historic Design Review process with IDZ, and that there is a 

stigma with IDZ, Task Force should consider changing the IDZ label 

 Frank Pakuszewski stated the need for a ‘rule book’ governing neighborhood design review, 

noting he experienced 38 neighborhood meetings in 104 weeks on one project alone 

 Irby Hightower noted extensive design review impacts affordability as administrative costs are 

passed to home buyers – as high as $42k for one project – this directly impacts affordability 

 John Cooley asked, “Are we band-aiding IDZ or can we take a holistic approach” to this project? 

 Cat reminded Task Force that tiered approaches and tackling MXD districts are options for the 

Task Force; she later added MPCD needed to be tackled 

 Irby Hightower and James McKnight stated that IDZ should be linked to the comprehensive 

plan, specifically the 13 identified growth centers 

 The Task Force began reviewing the components of the Ordinance (35-343(a)(1). 

 

The public part of the meeting identified two opposing positions on infill: 
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 One resident noted the city needs to mandate against the ‘parking lot mentality’ and push the 

agenda to stop building parking 

o This needs to coincide with IDZ focus on transit corridor development and enable 

developers to “build it and they will come” 

 

 Another long-time resident unequivocally stated: 

o IDZ does not belong in the Historic District 

o San Antonio started in the downtown and that planners created the mass congestion 

o There are no rail connections between SATX and Austin, Dallas, Houston 

o There is no dependable public transportation 

o Infill development is driving out long-time residents due to property value driven tax 

hikes (gentrification) – that it’s disheartening 

o That infill standards affecting building height, setbacks, massing, parking all contribute 

to a decline of urban neighborhood livability  

Other neighborhood homeowner issues: 

 It’s not just an IDZ issue; buildings aren’t where they’re supposed to be 

 Neighborhoods have to be well informed to tell a good project from a bad one 

 Infill is not affordable; we’re not getting more done either 

 Sometimes if NA doesn’t like one aspect of a project, it doesn’t mean NA is opposed to the 

whole project 

 Doesn’t feel like neighborhoods have any assurance that what they’ve been shown is how it will 

be built 

 Can IDZ be separated further? There is a difference between urban core and single family 

neighborhoods 

 How does IDZ help provide mixed-use 

 

Task Force Requests for Information: 

1. Research if, and how, traffic growth is (or is not) worked into infill zoning decisions vis-à-vis 

parking requirements.  Specifically, current parking requirements reflect project development 

for existing, not future, conditions.  How is concurrent, multi-project infill development de-

conflicted? (Frank Pakuszewski)  

2. How are other cities dealing with (or what issues do they have regarding) their infill codes? 

(Chrissy McCain) 

3. What is the average timeline between applications for plat/permit to approval/disapproval? 

How many steps are there? What is the average cost per request? (Chrissy McCain) 

4. How long ago did Dallas, Denver, Portland, et al, initiate their infill development? (Irby 

Hightower) 

5. What issues has DSD had with IDZ zoning applications? (Tom Carter) 

6. Which IDZ cases were historic, which were not? (How many IDZ cases with Historic Districts?) 

(Irby Hightower) 
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7. Need DSD clarification on Transit Oriented Development (TOD) v. Mixed Use District (MXD) v. 

Master Planned Community District (MPCD) v. Infill Development Zone (IDZ).  

 

Cat ended stating DSD and TF need to explore tiered IDZ options, MXD and evaluate MPCD and asked 

task force members to consider forming sub-working groups to explore different issues & options. Task 

Force is creating two sub groups to meet independently to work on the Mixed Use District and new 

version of the Infill Development Zone. 


